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Abstract

Big Defi Energy, $BDE, Is building The BIGGEST DEFI ECOSYSTEM
for the simple and common MAN. Big Defi Energy is a community

based meme coin that is trying to achieve greatness and
prosperity through working hard. $BDE is earned through

competitions such as gaming tournaments and lifting past your
own Personal Records. It's a BIG note that users of $BDE have
been known to perform better and last longer than non users.

 
 

How Many Pull Ups Can You Do?

The Biggest Defi Ecosystem
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Built on Solana, Built Different. 

A simple take on the world of Decentralized Finance. 
What's Decentralized Finance?
It's a way for the common man to break out from the banking
systems that cripple money movement around the globe. 

Utilizing the Solana Blockchain, Big Defi Energy can easily
achieve movement of money without any third party. Just like
cash. The Big Defi Ecosystem has made tutorials and
breakdowns in the simplest terms to buy, sell, and send $BDE
fast and efficiently. All from the comfort of the BIG DEX, You will
easily be able to trade from the palm of your hand.

It is NOW even easier to get back to reps, without losing that
workout pump. 

Introduction
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Cryptography, Digital Assets and Non-
Fungibal Tokens are all WAY too complex

for the common MAN. Big Defi Energy, will
make you sound smart to others, while We

make it simple on the back end for you.
Following the easiest tutorials in Crypto,
Anyone can become chad or brad, score
the prettiest female, and become alpha.
Started as a Meme, Big Defi Energy, has

increased the viability among reaching out
to the uneducated about cryptocurrencies.

The BIG DEX, a defi exchange service, Will
provide the easiest route for our users to

buy, sell and trade for local currencies
across the entire globe. Providing Easy

Payments for Hard Work, Right from your
phone. No More will the common MAN

have to endure a central banking system,
He/She can focus on the lift, endure the

pump, and enjoy the pain of leg day. 

Mission
BIG and EASY
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Utilizing Solana
Solana is a fast paced and secure form of
blockchain based on PoH (Proof of History), by
eliminating the block height, Solana is focusing on
the Time of the Transactions. Acting Like a giant
Sun Dial, the native SOL currency on top of
Solana uses High Level encryption (Sha-256). It 
 allows its users to transfer tokens and confirm
with trust according to the thousands of
validators (all across the globe) directly on chain.
This network is proving vital in the process of
building DeFi apps, such as the BIG DEX, moving
forward into the future. Developed with the Rust
Programing language, The Solana CLI tools have
helped developed the non-native coin : 

Big Defi Energy

Beyond the GYM.
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Much like how the government mints
quarters.. 
Big Defi Energy, is a coin, minted with the Solana
Program Library (SPL), that also holds zero face
value. $BDE is deployed on the sealevel mainnet
cluster using the SPL. Connecting to the main
network for transaction speed and uninterrupted
security, SPL Tokens such as BDE, allow users to
implement development controls and governance
along the network. These measures allow the Big
Defi Energy Community to dictate our own growth
in terms of creating rules.

$BDE
SPL Token
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After the Security Layer of Blockchain, we get into connection of apps.
There are many Decentralized Ways of communication and

interaction through APIs and interfaces. Thankfully, The Big DEX is a
simple way to interact with layer 2. The Big DEX, Or The BIG

Decentralized Exchange, is an integrated trustless and limitless
orderbook. Connecting through the Serum Orderbook

(docs.projectserum.com), The BIG DEX can grab liquidity and price
movements through almost nearly all other SPL coins on the Solana
Network, ranging through Bitcoin to Ethereum. Connecting through

the APIs provided by Serum, The Big DEX can functionally place orders
across the BIGGEST Digital Assets in the cryptocurrency ecosystem. 

 
Now Fortunately, The BIG DEX is not meant to grab all other coins!

Yes! It is aiming to be the BIGGEST DEX in the space, but the idea of
the BIG DEX is to simplify trading. $BDE Pairs are going to be the
primary focus on the BIG DEX, With multiple assets being trading

against the $BDE token. This will allow for simple exchange process
and even better user experience. There are many coins that

interrupt the process of placing a buy and sell order when looking
through common exchanges. Even Coinbase has too many markets

to choose from. The BIG DEX makes it simple to find the coins that
you need, and ignore the ones you dont. Solana compounds the

experience with sub-second trading and settlement on top of ultra-
low transaction costs of $0.00001 (per transaction)

The Big DEX
Layer 2
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"Keep it Simple. Stupid." Is a phrase Spoken often
from The 9th grade English Teacher, The Gym Bros
with $BDE Do Just THAT. 

It's a clear mission statement in the Big Defi Ethos
that We Create an easy way to follow complicated
tutorials. Many People's Main Barrier of entry into
DeFi is its nature in general. 

On https://bigdefienergy.com/how-to/ The
Community has been easily gaining access to Mobile
and Desktop Applications. The Best Way to Grow the
BIGGEST Defi Ecosystem is to make it simple and
The Big Defi Energy Website is the best way to do
that.

SIMPLE.
How to: DeFi
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Coin Distribution
Economics

30 Million Total Coins
5 Million Coins - Market Liquidity
10 Million Coins - Prize Pool
5 Million Coins - Development Fund
10 Million Coins - Airdrop
(Community)

Mint Address:
H5gczCNbrtso6BqGKihF97RaWaxpUEZnFuFUKK4YX3s2
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Market Liquidity will be provided in the first Market Pool
with the wallet of 5 Million Coins. It will also provide sell
side liquidity for The BIG DEX, for the $BDE/USDC Pair.
Sells will be set higher than the market curve price of
$3.22. (the initial launched pricing when in testing.)

Market Liquidity Wallets :  
F67WEjmMbq9Vf43nYKVJ2CKJ386H87s28riE8xm4VRki
Fheki9MSH6MPyCL72BZX3TynkJMLr3fqyH56U1SAiNEL
(found on explorer.solana.com/)

Prize Distribution is the BIGGEST for the Community.
Gaming Tournaments, Pull Up Competitions, PRs, Twitter
Giveaways, and so much more, This 10 Million $BDE
Wallet will indeed be used for prizes from competing and
thriving. 

Prize Pool Wallet :
Bf79iFgicXkxudgaTALEBXzqasnTa9hs1CRYeeXv4dAy
(found on explorer.solana.com/)

Market Liquidity

Prize Pool
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The Development Fund has been provided to pay for
marketing and hiring team members, this is a dynamic
fund but will be holding 5 million coins and any change
will be announced @BigDefi on Twitter.

Development Fund Wallet :
9iSEwexyjKDYe4U6kj5RjERFcVdX7ESwidJMJSEv5Bep
(found on explorer.solana.com/)

Fair Airdrop and No Presale of 10 Million Coins.
Airdrops of 2000  $BDE occured in the late part of May, 5
Million coins were dropped to the first 2500 discord
addresses, in the #Airdrop-chat. The Last Half of
addresses were gathered from the Top and Bottom
Users of both $ROPE and $COPE.

Airdrop Wallet : {depleted}
2BAT9CkQ9m96TvY3hm3CrdzuZShQ1bbvBfDRgeGW6XgA
(found on explorer.solana.com/)

Airdrop

Dev Fund
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https://y.at/              Yat :

Socials

@BigDefi 

Discord :
https://discord.gg/s6XjPAHbek

https://bigdefienergy.com/

Websites :

DEX : dex.bigdefienergy.com
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